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Abstract
The ability to antagonize competing strains and species is often important for bacterial fitness in microbial communities. The
extent to which intra-species antagonism drives phenotypic diversity of bacterial species is rarely examined in a
comprehensive manner at both the genetic and phenotypic levels. Here we show that for nine abundant human gut
Bacteroides species examined, there are only a few LPS glycan genetic types. We show that for a given Bacteroides species,
there is a predominant lipopolysaccharide (LPS) glycan locus present in the majority of strains. However, other strains have
replacements of glycosyltransferase-encoding genes, in most cases, adjacent to a membrane attack/perforin (MACPF)
domain-encoding gene not present in the predominant type. We show that the MACPF genes present in LPS glycan
biosynthesis loci of four Bacteroides species encode antimicrobial proteins and in Bacteroides vulgatus and Bacteroides
dorei, we show the MACPF toxin targets the LPS of strains with the predominant LPS glycan locus. By a combination of
gene deletion and replacement, we converted a MACPF toxin-producing strain into a sensitive strain. Genetic diversity of
LPS glycan biosynthesis regions in Bacteroides is similar to phage serotype conversion whereby the receptor is altered to
render the strain immune to infection/toxicity, and is a rare example in bacteria of toxin immunity conferred to the toxin-
producing strain by replacement of genetic material to modify the receptor rather than by a cognate immunity protein.

Introduction

Bacteria have evolved properties that allow them to survive
and compete in their ecosystems. The ability of bacteria to
directly attack competing organisms provides an important
competitive advantage in microbial communities. As the
human colon is one of the densest microbial ecosystems on
earth and is colonized by numerous closely related strains
and species, the production of factors that antagonize
competing organisms is likely an important fitness deter-
minant for gut symbionts. We are beginning to identify

some of the antagonistic systems/factors produced by the
human gut Bacteroidales, the most abundant Gram-negative
bacteria of the human gut. These bacteria produce Type VI
secretion systems of three different genetic architectures [1].
The genetic architecture 3 (GA3) T6SS loci are present
exclusively in Bacteroides fragilis [1] and three different
variants of the GA3 T6SSs, encoding different effector and
immunity proteins, have been shown to antagonize diverse
gut Bacteroidales strains and species [2–4]. Gut Bacteroi-
dales also secrete diffusible molecules that antagonize clo-
sely related strains and species. To date, three diffusible
antimicrobial proteins of gut Bacteroidales have been
identified, each with eukaryotic-like features [5–7].

Bacteroidales-secreted antimicrobial proteins 1 and 2
(BSAP-1 and BSAP-2) both contain membrane attack
complex/perforin (MACPF) domains that are present in
various eukaryotic molecules including components of the
complement system and perforin, which lyse target cells by
pore formation. BSAP-1 is produced by a subset of B.
fragilis strains [5] and targets a β-barrel outer membrane
protein (OMP) of sensitive strains, whereas BSAP-2 is
produced by a subset of B. uniformis strains and targets the
short O-antigen of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of sensitive
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strains [6]. Binding to these molecules places the MACPF
toxin at the cell surface where they likely oligomerize to
create membrane pores. We previously showed that these
BSAP-encoding genes were acquired along with gene(s)
encoding an ortholog of their target in sensitive cells and
integrated into the respective genomes so that the BSAP
target gene(s) are replaced [6]. In the case of BSAP-1, the
MACPF gene was acquired with an adjacent gene encoding
an orthologous β-barrel OMP rendering the strain resistant
to BSAP-1. For BSAP-2, the gene was acquired with a new
set of glycosyltransferase (GT)-encoding genes, replacing
genes of the predominant LPS glycan locus, thereby altering
the glycan and rendering the strain resistant to the toxin [6].
Using a gnotobiotic mouse colonization model, we showed
that the targets of both BSAP-1 and BSAP-2 are essential
for competitive colonization of the mammalian gut,
accounting for the replacement rather than deletion of the
target genes with the incoming MACPF gene [6].

The LPS of Gram-negative bacteria is comprised of three
major components: lipid A, core glycan, and O-antigen. The
O-antigen component of the LPS of most bacteria comprises
different numbers of identical multi-sugar subunits that are
added to the core glycan giving a laddering appearance
when analyzed by gel electrophoresis. In contrast, Bacter-
oides species generally synthesize relatively short O-
antigens comprised of only one or a few repeat units with
LPS sizes < 10 kDa, with the major LPS forms in the 2.5–5
kDa range [8]. This published study also showed that
among the Bacteroides, B. vulgatus tends to have the most
O-antigen repeat additions displaying a laddering appear-
ance; however, the majority of the LPS of B. vulgatus was
shown to be a low molecular weight (MW) molecule.

BSAP-1 and BSAP-2 are the first bacterially produced
MACPF domain proteins shown to kill other bacteria. We
showed that genes encoding proteins with MACPF domains
are rarely encoded in bacterial genomes, with the exception
of members of the phylum Bacteroidetes, whose collective
genomes contain hundreds of such genes [5]. In an attempt
to identify other gut Bacteroidales MACPF proteins with
antibacterial toxin activity, we previously tested five addi-
tional MACPF proteins for their ability to target strains of
the same species [5]. These analyses did not demonstrate
toxin activity for any of these proteins under the conditions
of our assay and for the strains tested for sensitivity [5]. In
this study, we sought to identify additional MACPF domain
proteins of gut Bacteroidales with antimicrobial activity
using gene neighboring analyses. Using this comprehensive
approach, we found that nearly all Bacteroides species
analyzed have a representative strain with a MACPF gene
located in their predicted LPS glycan biosynthesis locus,
surrounded by distinct GT gene(s) compared with other
strains of the species. We show that a MACPF protein
encoded by a subset of B. vulgatus and B. dorei strains is a

toxin that targets the LPS glycan of sensitive strains pro-
viding an ecological rationale for the LPS antigenic switch.
These data show that acquisition of MACPF-encoding
genes drives LPS diversity in the gut Bacteroides.

Materials and methods

All primers used in this study are shown in Table S5.

Identification of MACPF domain proteins encoded in
human gut Bacteroidales genomes

The 2813 genomes identified in NCBI’s taxonomy database
[9] as of 9 February 2018 as belonging to the division “CFB
group bacteria” and that provided gene translation data were
included. The profile hidden Markov model (HMM) of the
MAC/Perforin (MACPF) domain (Pfam v. 31 accession
PF01823.18 [10]) was used (along with hmmsearch v.
3.1b2, http://hmmer.org) to search all 8,637,350 proteins
encoded by these genomes for matches having a full
sequence bit score that equaled or exceeded the gathering
threshold cutoff (21.50) set for the model. The initial set
recovered (536 proteins from 365 genomes) under these
criteria was reduced by retaining only MACPF proteins
derived from Bacteroidetes genomes of human gut origin.

If a sequenced isolate was not identified to the species
level, its species was predicted based on 16S rRNA gene
sequence(s) included with the genome submission (by
searching NCBI’s 16S ribosomal database using targeted
loci BLAST and/or the Ribosome Database Project’s
sequence match facility [11] RDP release 11), or by using
the BBSketch tools included in BBMap (v. 37.90, https://
sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap) to calculate the average
nucleotide identity of the genome in question to genome
sketches maintained at the Joint Genome Institute’s (https://
jgi.doe.gov) non-redundant sketch server (https://nt-sketch.
jgi-psf.org/sketch). MACPF proteins detected in genome
sequences that could not be identified to the species level or
that were detected in species determined not to be of human
gut origin were excluded. Genomes where species-level
identification was deduced by either or both of these
methods are shown in parenthesis in the supplemental
tables.

The 282 MACPF domain containing proteins from
human gut Bacteroidales clustered into 68 groups using the
blastclust program (v. 2.2.2 [12]) at the 95% amino-acid
identity level over 85% of their length. A member of each
cluster was selected as a representative, and these 68 protein
sequences were aligned using Muscle [13]. The multiple
alignment was analyzed using the Maximum Likelihood
method based on the LG model [14] using MEGA X [15] to
create the bootstrap consensus tree ([16] Fig. S2) based on
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500 replicates. Branches reproduced in < 50% of the boot-
strap replicates are collapsed, and the percentage of repli-
cate trees in which the remaining bootstrap branches were
reproduced are shown. The initial tree was produced using
the Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms with a pairwise
distance matrix estimated using a JTT model, and the
topology with the best log likelihood value was selected.
Rate differences among sites were modeled using a discrete
gamma distribution (five categories (+G, parameter=
2.6640). All positions with < 95% site coverage were
eliminated.

Gene neighborhood analysis

Up to 12 genes flanking both sides of each of the 68
MACPF cluster representative genes were retrieved and
their protein sequences were analyzed using hmmsearch for
matches where the full sequence bit score met or exceeded
the gathering threshold cutoff indicated in the profile HMM
models contained in v. 31 of the Pfam database [10]. The
best scoring Pfam (lowest full sequence e value) was
retained. Each protein sequence retrieved was also scanned
for the presence of a signal sequence using LipoP version
1.0a [17] and for transmembrane helices using TMHMM
version 2.0c [18]. The results of these analyses, including
the direction of transcription and the size of the protein in
amino acids, is shown in Table S2.

Bacterial strains and growth conditions

Bacteroides stains used experimentally in this study are
shown in Table S3. Bacteroides strains were grown in
supplemented basal medium [19] or on supplemented brain
heart infusion plates. Erythromycin (5 µg/ml) and genta-
micin (200 µg/ml) were added where appropriate. Escher-
ichia coli strains were grown in L broth or on L agar plates
with antibiotics (carbenicillin 100 µg/ml, trimethoprim
100 µg/ml, kanamycin 50 µg/ml) added where appropriate.

Agar spot assay

Analysis of the ability of one strain to inhibit the growth of
another by the secretion of diffusible inhibitory molecules
was assayed using the agar spot test [20] modified as
described in ref. [6].

Creation of deletion mutants

Internal non-polar deletion mutants were constructed by
amplifying DNA upstream and downstream of the gene or
region to be deleted using the primers listed in Table S5.
PCR products were digested and cloned by three-way
ligation into pNJR6 [21]. The resulting plasmids were

conjugally transferred into Bacteroides spp. using helper
plasmid R751and cointegrates were selected on ery-
thromycin and gentamicin plates. Erythromycin-sensitive
double cross outs were screened by PCR for the mutant
genotype.

Cloning and heterologous expression of genes in
trans

Genes expressed in trans were PCR amplified and cloned
into expression vector pFD340 [22]. Resulting plasmids
were verified by sequencing and transferred to Bacteroides
strains by conjugation using helper plasmid RK231.

Western immunoblot blot analyses and silver
staining

Antiserum to whole-cell B. vulgatus CL10T00C06 was
prepared in rabbits by Lampire Biologicals (Pipersville, PA)
using the EXPRESS-LINE polyclonal antiserum protocol.
To create an antibody fraction specific to the molecule lost
in B. vulgatus CL10T00C06Δ2GT mutant, we performed
an antibody adsorption [23] to remove antibodies to surface
molecules common to both the wild-type (WT) and deletion
mutant strains, leaving only antibodies to surface molecules
lost in the mutant. For polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
analysis, bacteria or purified LPS was boiled in lithium
dodecyl sulfate sample buffer and subjected to electro-
phoresis using NuPAGE 12% or 4–12% Bis-Tris poly-
acrylamide gels with 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic
buffer (Life Technologies). In some cases, the gel was silver
stained (Peirce Silver Stain Kit, Thermo Scientific). For
western immunoblot analysis, the contents of the gels were
transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes and
probed with the adsorbed serum. Alkaline phosphatase-
labeled anti-rabbit IgG (Pierce) was the secondary antibody,
and the membranes were developed with 5-bromo-4-chloro-
3-indolyl phosphate/nitro blue tetrazolium (KPL, Gaithers-
burg, MD).

LPS extraction

LPS was purified by a modified aqueous-phenol extraction
as described [24]. Cultures were grown to an OD600= 0.5
and 1.5 ml was centrifuged and resuspended in 200 µl of
buffer containing 2% β-mercaptoethanol, 2% sodium
dodecyl sulphate (SDS), 10% glycerol, bromophenol blue
and 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8. To lyse the cells, samples were
boiled for 15 minutes and incubated overnight at 37°C with
10 µl of 10 mg/ml Proteinase K (Promega Corp.). To extract
LPS, 200 µl of Tris-saturated phenol was added and samples
were incubated at 65°C for 15 minutes. 1 ml of diethyl ether
was added and the samples were vortexed then centrifuged.
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After centrifugation, the bottom layer was retained, and this
extraction was repeated three times. The final extraction
volume was doubled using a buffer containing 4% β-mer-
captoethanol, 4% SDS, 20% glycerol, bromophenol blue
and 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8.

Genome sequence of B. vulgatus CL10T00C06

The genome sequence of B. vulgatus CL10T00C06 from
DNA isolation and library construction to assembly and
annotation proceeded by the same pipeline as recently
described [7]. This whole-genome shotgun project was
deposited in DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under BioProject ID
PRJNA400641 and under BioSample ID SAMN07572298.

Results

Gene neighboring analyses of MACPF domain-
encoding genes of human gut Bacteroidales

To identify potential antimicrobial toxins among the large
number of MACPF domain proteins of human gut Bacter-
oidales, we took advantage of the fact that BSAP-1- and
BSAP-2-encoding genes are in the same locus in producing
strains as are their target genes in sensitive strains. We
therefore searched for a pattern of replacement of OMP or
GT-encoding genes adjacent to MACPF genes. The
MACPF domain proteins of human gut Bacteroidales spe-
cies group into 68 clusters at ≥ 95% identity, 85% length
(Table S1). In most cases, MACPF proteins clustered
strictly by species with the exception of B. ovatus/B. xyla-
nisolvens and B. vulgatus/B. dorei, both sets of species that
are very similar to each other [25]. In addition, the cluster 4
MACPF protein is encoded by the genomes of 12 different
gut Bacteroidales species (Table S1). We previously
showed that this MACPF gene was transferred to diverse
Bacteroidales species on an integrative conjugative element
[26]. Of the 68 clusters, the cluster 1 MACPF protein of B.
fragilis is BSAP-1 [5] and the cluster 14 MACPF of B.
uniformis is BSAP-2 [6]. A representative member of each
of the 68 clusters was chosen (corresponding to the first
protein listed in Table S1) and we analyzed the genetic
region surrounding these MACPF genes. DNA comprising
12 genes on each side of the MACPF-encoding gene was
retrieved (where available) and motifs were identified, as
were predicted signal sequences (cleaved by SpI or SpII),
and predicted transmembrane domains (Table S2). These
analyses revealed that many of these MACPF genes are
present in the vicinity of genes encoding putative GTs (19
of 68 clusters) or genes encoding fimbriae components Mfa-
1 or FimA (10 of 68). We performed a comprehensive
analysis of the regions containing the 19 MACPF genes in

the vicinity of GT-encoding genes and analyzed these cor-
responding regions from all sequenced strains of these
species including those without the corresponding MACPF
gene. The genetic composition of these regions suggests
that the genes are not involved in capsular polysaccharide
biosynthesis [27, 28] or protein glycan synthesis [29, 30]
and therefore are likely involved in LPS glycan (core glycan
or O-antigen) synthesis. As further support of the involve-
ment of these regions in LPS glycan synthesis, most of
these regions contain additional genes involved in LPS
synthesis (Fig. 1, S1). In addition, the B. uniformis ATCC
8492 and CL03T00C23 regions and the B. thetaiotaomi-
cron VPI 5482 region were previously shown to encode O-
antigens [6, 31]. We also found that these putative LPS
glycan biosynthesis loci are present in the same genetic
regions of Bacteroides chromosomes flanked by conserved
genes often including a gene encoding a nitroreductase on
one side and a gene encoding a protein of the PP-binding
superfamily on the other side. Intra-species comparisons
revealed that each Bacteroides species that we identified as
having a MACPF gene in the LPS glycan genetic region has
between two and four LPS glycan genetic types. Where
genome sequences of numerous strains of a given Bacter-
oides species were available, there was typically one LPS
glycan genetic type that predominated, which in most cases
does not contain a MACPF-encoding gene (Fig. 1, S1).

Identification of toxin activity of three MACPF
proteins

We predicted that some of the MACPF proteins encoded in
these regions are toxins that target the LPS of species-
matched strains without the MACPF gene. The replacement
of GT-encoding genes would allow the producing strain to
synthesize a distinct LPS glycan so as not to self-intoxicate.
To determine whether we could detect toxin activity by
MACPF proteins encoded in these regions, we selected
three to test for activity based on the availability of both the
MACPF producing and predicted sensitive strains in our
collection (B. thetaiotaomicron 1_1_6 (BSIG_1300, cluster
19), B. fragilis J38-1 (M068_0191, cluster 10) and B.
vulgatus CL09T03C04 adjacent MACPF genes
(HMPREF1058_01765 and HMPREF1058_01764, clusters
16 and 17, respectively) Table S1 and Fig. 1. To determine
whether any detected toxin activity was due to the respec-
tive MACPF proteins, we also cloned each of the four
MACPF genes individually into a Bacteroides expression
vector for constitutive expression and placed them in a
heterologous Bacteroides species to assay for acquisition of
a secreted toxin phenotype. Little secreted antimicrobial
activity was detected from B. thetaiotaomicron 1_1_6
against two strains with the predominant LPS genetic type
under the conditions of our assay, but inhibitory zones were
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detected when the gene was constitutively expressed in
B. fragilis 638 R (Fig. 2a). The MACPF gene present in
the B. fragilis J38-1 LPS glycan region encodes
potent antimicrobial activity against two B. fragilis
strains with the predominant LPS glycan genetic locus
(Fig. 2b). B. vulgatus and B. dorei strains share the same-
putative LPS glycan genetic loci (Fig. 1). Of the two
adjacent MACPF genes of B. vulgatus CL09T03C04
(BvCL09), HMPREF1058_01765 (1765) but not
HMPREF1058_01764 (1764) antagonized both B. vulgatus
and B. dorei strains with the predominant LPS genetic type
(Fig. 2c). We broadened our analysis to include additional
B. fragilis and B. vulgauts/dorei strains, checking for sen-
sitivity to the toxin produced by the cluster 10 or 16
MACPF proteins, respectively. As shown in Table S3, all B.
fragilis strains with the predominant, non-MACPF, LPS
glycan locus were sensitive to the cluster 10 MACPF
(M068_0191), and similarly, all B. vulgatus/dorei
strains with the predominant LPS glycan genetic
region were sensitive to the cluster 16 MACPF toxin
(HMPREF1058_01765). The two resistant B. fragilis

strains both had the same LPS glycan genetic regions
containing the gene encoding the cluster 10 MACPF toxin
and the two resistant B. vulgauts/dorei strains similarly has
the same LPS glycan genetic regions containing the gene
encoding the cluster 16 MACPF toxin. We also tested the
ability of these toxins to target other Bacteroides species
and found no inter-strain killing as expected owing to their
distinct LPS glycan genetic regions.

As the cluster 16 MACPF toxin of B. vulgatus/dorei had
potent activity, and the LPS glycan genetic region of these
species had not been studied, we chose to further analyze
the MACPF toxin and LPS genetic regions in B. vulgatus/
dorei. An internal, non-polar deletion mutant of 1765 ren-
dered B. vulgatus CL09 unable to inhibit the growth of
sensitive B. vulgatus and B. dorei strains, and placement of
the 1765 gene in trans restored activity (Fig. 2d). Based on
these analyses, we named the cluster 16 MACPF protein of
B. vulgatus and B. dorei, BSAP-3. A MACPF protein cla-
dogram (from human gut Bacteroidales strains) based on
global similarity is shown in Fig S2 with confirmed anti-
microbial toxins highlighted in red.

Fig. 1 Maps of LPS glycan genetic regions of four Bacteroides spe-
cies. Green lines delineate the area of divergence between LPS glycan
genetic types within a species. MACPF genes are shown in red,
putative glycosyltransferase-encoding genes are shown in blue, genes

encoding other products involved in glycan synthesis are colored green
and other putative lipid A/core glycan synthesis genes are shown in
yellow. Asterisks indicate the predominant LPS glycan genetic type of
a species
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BSAP-3 targets the LPS of sensitive strains

We predicted that BSAP-3 targets the LPS of sensitive B.
vulgatus/B. dorei strains, and that replacement of GT genes
along with acquisition of the BSAP-3-encoding gene results
in a structurally distinct LPS glycan that does not serve as a
target. A deletion mutant in sensitive strain B. vulgatus
CL10T00C06 (BvCL10) of genes CK234_00400 -
CK234_00401, the two GT-encoding genes unique to the
sensitive strains (Fig. 1, Table S4) rendered the strain
resistant to killing by BSAP-3 and sensitivity was restored
to this mutant when these two genes were returned in trans
(Fig. 3a). To determine whether this target molecule is a
component of the LPS, we raised antiserum to the WT
BvCL10 strain and adsorbed it using the CK234_00400-1
deletion, leaving only antibodies to surface molecules
absent in the mutant strain. Western immunoblot analysis of
whole-cell lysates showed that this adsorbed antiserum
reacted with a laddering LPS of the WT BvCL10 strain not
present in the deletion mutant (Fig. 3b). To confirm that
these immunoreactive molecules are LPS, we purified LPS
from the WT, deletion mutant, and complemented strain
and analyzed by silver stain and western immunoblot
(Fig. 3c, d). These analyses confirmed that the mutant was
deficient in a laddering LPS that was restored to the mutant

with replacement of CK234_00400-1 (p2GT) (Fig. 3d). The
silver strain revealed that the majority of the LPS of the WT
strain is not modified with extensive O-antigen repeats,
rather most of the LPS likely contains only a single O-
antigen repeat with a total apparent MW of ~ 5.5 kDa
(Fig. 3c). The deletion of the two GT-encoding genes
(Δ2GT) resulted in an even lower MW form of the LPS that
does not react with the adsorbed antiserum (Fig. 3b, c).

Gene replacement converts a BSAP-3-producing
strain to a BSAP-3 sensitive strain

We predicted that the BSAP-3 encoding strains synthesize a
structurally distinct LPS glycan. Western immunoblot ana-
lysis of whole-cell lysates showed that BSAP-3-encoding
strains synthesized an O-antigen that is at least immunolo-
gically similar to that of BvCL10 as it is recognized by the
antiserum to the LPS of strain BvCL10 (Fig. 4a). However,
the predominant ~ 5.5 kDa LPS form of BvCL10, that is
also present in BSAP-3 sensitive strain Bd 5_1_36, is
absent in BSAP-3-encoding strains. This LPS form is also
not present when the two GT-encoding genes of BvCL10
are deleted (Fig. 4a).

As we showed that the two GT of BvCL10 are required
for BSAP-3 sensitivity, deletion of these genes during

Fig. 2 Agar spot assays to assess antimicrobial activity of MACPF
domain proteins. For each panel, the strains listed at the top are those
dotted and tested for toxin activity and the strains listed along the side
are those tested for sensitivity. a Assays of WT B. thetaiotaomicron
(Bt) 1_1_6 and B. fragilis (Bf) 638R with vector alone or expressing
the MACPF gene BSIG_1300 overlaid with two Bt strains without the
MACPF gene. b Analysis of WT Bf J38-1 and Bt VPI 5482 with
vector alone or expressing the MACPF gene M068_0191 overlaid

with two Bf strains without the MACPF gene. c Analysis of WT B.
vulgatus (Bv) CL09T03C04 or Bt VPI 5482 with vector alone or
constitutively expressing each MACPF gene individually when over-
laid with a Bv and B. dorei (Bd) strain of the predominant LPS genetic
type. d Agar spot assay showing zones of inhibition of sensitive strains
from WT, Δ1765 and the deletion mutant with empty vector or the
gene restored in trans
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acquisition of the BSAP-3 gene would have rendered
BSAP-3 encoding strains resistant to the toxin. We sought
to determine whether we could confer BSAP-3 sensitivity to
BvCL09 by introduction of these two GT-encoding genes.
We deleted HMPREF1058_1764-1766, the three genes
unique to the BSAP-3 strains. Deletion of the three genes
rendered BvCL09 unable to synthesize its O-antigen
(Fig. 4c, e) demonstrating that the unique GT gene of
BSAP-3 strains is required for O-antigen synthesis or its
addition to the LPS. To this BvCL09 deletion mutant, we
added the two GT genes of BvCL10 (CK234_00400-401).
Addition of these genes rendered the BvCL09 recombinant
strain sensitive to BSAP-3 (Fig. 2b). The major change in
this strain was the acquisition of the abundant ~ 5.5 kDa
LPS form unique to sensitive strains (Fig. 4c, d, e).

Discussion

In contrast to the loci encoding the multiple capsular
polysaccharides of Bacteroides species [27, 28], few LPS
glycan (core or O-antigen) biosynthesis regions have been
identified in Bacteroides. Patrick et al. [32] studied the LPS
of B. fragilis, and LPS glycan biosynthesis regions have
been identified in B. uniformis [6] and B. thetaiotaomicron
[31]. In this study, we identify putative LPS glycan bio-
synthesis loci of numerous other Bacteroides species and
show that they are in a conserved region of the Bacteroides
genome flanked by the same conserved genes in each spe-
cies. A recent study also predicted the LPS or LOS glycan
biosynthesis loci of one strain of several Bacteroides

species [33], most of which are in agreement with the
predominant LPS glycan genetic regions identified here.

We show that human gut Bacteroides have a MACPF-
encoding gene in the LPS glycan biosynthesis locus of
some strains of nine of the predominant gut species ana-
lyzed. This acquisition is accompanied by a switch to a new
LPS glycan genetic variant of the species. The acquisition
of MACPF domain-encoding genes likely co-occurred with
the acquisition and replacement of distinct GT-encoding
genes, resulting in an altered LPS glycan structure. We
show here that in B. vulgatus/dorei, and previously showed
in B. uniformis [6] that the MACPF genes in these regions
target the predominant LPS glycan molecule of these spe-
cies, providing a selective pressure for the glycan switch.
Many Gram-negative bacteria such as E. coli, Salmonella
enterica, and Vibrio cholerae have extensive diversity in
their O-antigen locus, leading in some species to > 100 O-
serotypes. The selective pressures contributing to the
diversification of O-antigens differs for each species. For S.
enterica and other pathogens, the host immune response is
predicted to select new variants [34] as the O-antigen of
LPS is typically highly immunogenic. The O-antigen of
Salmonella is also under diversifying selection due to pro-
tozoan predation as different O-antigens allow for prey
discrimination [35]. One of the best characterized factors
leading to intra-species O-antigen diversity is that of ser-
otype conversion mediated by temperate bacteriophage.
Serotype conversion has been well studied in Shigella
flexneri, a species in which most serotypes have a common
O-antigen tetrasaccharide repeat backbone that is modified
by the products of phage genes (reviewed in ref. [36]).

Fig. 3 BSAP-3 targets the LPS of sensitive strains. a Agar spot assays
showing the sensitivities of WT B. vulgatus CL10, a GT deletion
mutant of CL10 and the mutants with the deleted genes restored in
trans. (Δ2GT denotes deletion of the two glycosytransferase unique to
sensitive B. vulgatus and B. dorei strains, Fig. 1). b Western

immunoblot of whole-cell lysates probed with antiserum raised to WT
BvCL10T00C06 adsorbed with the Δ2GT mutant. c Silver stained
SDS-PAGE of purified LPS preparations. d Western immunoblot of
purified LPS probed with the same adsorbed serum as (b)
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These include genes encoding glycosyltransferases, acetyl-
transferases, and other products that alter the glycan suffi-
ciently so that it is recognized differently by the host
immune system and no longer serves as a receptor for the
phage. LPS glycan diversity mediated by acquisition of new
MACPF- and GT-encoding genes is most analogous to
serotype conversion. In both cases, the glycan target is
modified by products encoded by the incoming DNA so that
the recipient strain is not sensitive to the toxin or phage.

The fact that each Bacteroides species analyzed typically
has only a few LPS glycan genetic variants suggests that
MACPF gene acquisition is the main driver of O-glycan
diversity in these species, rather than host immunity. In fact,
Peterson et al. [31] showed that an antibody to the O-
antigen did not lead to a reduction in the numbers of B.
thetaiotaomicron in a mouse colonization model, further
supporting that diversifying selection of Bacteroides LPS
glycans is not due to host immunity. The role of O-antigen
in gut Bacteroides and the factors that govern selection for

short O-antigens with only a few repeat units are unclear. In
both B. uniformis and B. thetaiotaomicron, the O-antigen
was shown to be important for gut colonization [6, 31]. In
both studies, mutants with deletions or insertions affecting
genes in their respective O-antigen loci were severely out-
competed by the isogenic wild-type strain in a gnotobiotic
mouse colonization model. The importance of O-antigen for
gut colonization is consistent with our finding that in each
Bacteroides LPS glycan region, GT-encoding genes are
replaced—rather than lost—along with acquisition of the
incoming MACPF gene.

The antimicrobial protein Colicin N is a pore-forming
toxin that binds the core glycan of E. coli LPS [37]. Unlike
the MACPF toxins of Bacteroides, the Colicin N gene is
adjacent to a gene encoding an immunity protein [38], and
therefore, resistance of the producing strain does not require
LPS core glycan diversity. In fact, most described bacte-
rially produced toxins with bacterial targets, whether bac-
teriocins or toxic effectors secreted by Type VI secretion

Fig. 4 A small LPS glycoform
correlates with BSAP-3
sensitivity. a Western
immunoblot of whole-cell
lysates of WT strains probed the
adsorbed antiserum of Fig. 3.
The arrow indicates a low MW
LPS form only present in
sensitive strains. b Overlay
assays showing the conversion
of a BSAP-3-producing strain to
a sensitive strain by deletion of
the three unique genes in the
BvCL09 LPS region (1764-66)
and addition of the two
glycosyltransferase genes from
BvCL10. c, d, e. Silver strain or
western immunblot analyses of
c, cell lysates or d, e, purified
LPS preparations showing the
shift in the low MW LPS form
when the two BvCL10 GT genes
are added to the BvCL09
Δ1764-66 mutant
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systems, have cognate immunity proteins. MACPF toxins
are a rare example of immunity acquired by replacement of
target genes in producing strains.

We do not predict that all of the remaining 63 distinct
MACPF domain proteins of gut Bacteroidales have toxin
activity. Like the cluster 17 MACPF analyzed in this study,
we have not been able to demonstrate toxin activity for
proteins of several other MACPF clusters [5, 6]. We do
predict, however, that there are likely several other toxins
within the remaining MACPF protein repertoire. It is likely
that acquisition of MACPF genes encoding antibacterial
toxins also contributes to the diversification of other surface
molecules of Bacteroides species that serve as targets.
Consistent with this prediction, we previously showed that a
MACPF toxin produced by B. fragilis [5] targets an OMP
important for gut colonization and that the MACPF gene is
adjacent to a gene encoding an orthologous OMP that
renders the producing strain resistant [6]. Therefore, the
acquisition of MACPF-encoding genes likely impacts the
diversity of other surface molecules important for gut
colonization in human gut Bacteroides species.
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